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Since losing its AM signal nearly five years ago, PSU’s student-run, college radio station KPSU has struggled to retain its legit-
imacy in spite of being more venerable than XRAY and more valuable than KBOO or OPB. The university’s new meager, 
five-figure budget imposed on the station can essentially be seen as the coup de grace to its relevance. With enough money to 
pay for a web stream and not much else, KPSU’s outreach is now on par with an obscure podcast’s or someone playing re-
cords in their room with the windows open.

Before asphyxiating in a pool of its own puke, KPSU partied the hardest it ever had: the fourth and final edition of its annual 
KPSU Kruise (sic) occurred in April and boasted not one, but two distinct cruises that took place two weeks apart from each 
other—an indie cruise that had more in common stylistically with bills from previous years and a hiphop cruise which was 
co-presented by We Out Here Magazine (and which was originally poised to occur on the far cooler Sternwheeler, although 
that vessel unfortunately lacked the su�cient electrical power to host the show, no joke). The pairing of live music with fancy 
boats is a cultural phenomenon that has been written about pretty extensively but that doesn’t make a whole lot of sense re-
gardless. Which is precisely why it’s weird-fun (or just plain weird-weird, a thin line it drunkenly floats across).

The night ended with Portland Spirit security unceremoniously yanking a joint from Myke Bogan’s hand. “Sorry guys, you’re 
smoking weed, so the party’s over,” announced the sta� member to an audience who apparently forgot that they were, in fact, 
on a dinner cruise and not at the clurb. It was a gesture that snapped us back to reality and made us realize just how strange 
this collision of worlds was. Moreover, it was a flaccid climax that poetically befit KPSU’s flaccid fizzle from formidable col-
lege radio station into atrophying college liability. After all, there’s nothing more humiliating than being shut down by a total 
square—whether it’s a nervous schlep running security on the Portland Spirit or some university bureaucrat. 

The indie cruise was headlined by Wild Ones, one of the best bands in Portland, with most of the audience representing the 
final vestige of Urban Outfitters-core: bros who looked like Kenny Loggins o� the cover of Full Sail and their future-Saturday 
Market-vendor dates who probably have the characters “music.” tattooed somewhere on their perfect bodies. They presum-
ably came to get their dance on, and get their dance on they did. Wild Ones put the “pop” in populist; they’re one of those rare 
bands whose performance temporarily unites the music dork who doesn’t know shit about dancing with the pre-med meat-
head who doesn’t know shit about music. They’re that tiny middle slice of the venn diagram.
�
There’s more to say about the hiphop chapter of the cruise. Probably because there’s more to say about Portland hiphop in 
general: not unlike the floundering all-ages punk community, it’s an unfairly marginalized facet of our diverse music scene 
that plenty of tastemakers and promoters seem to appreciate superficially but don’t actually, you know, care about. And like 
the all-ages punk scene, its presence has historically been subdued by the OLCC (and in hiphop’s case, the Portland Police 
Department). Suppression from pretty much all significant angles notwithstanding, it’s a rich, incredibly close-knit niche that 
manages to sustain itself despite its displacement within the music scene at large (the fact that one of the most stacked local 
hiphop shows in recent memory had to occur in the middle of the Willamette River felt eerily symbolic).


